Dear ________________,

Because of all the love and care you have given me, this Mother’s Day I gave a gift in your honor to the As Our Own Thanks, Mom! campaign.

As Our Own stands in the gap with motherly love for more than 60 girls in India who have been rescued from certain, horrific futures of neglect, exploitation, and enslavement.

This honorary gift is giving life to these girls in India — all because you have given life to me in so many countless ways.

Thanks, Mom!

About As Our Own

The extreme poverty in India places girls at great risk for exploitation, enslavement, and neglect. Girls are regularly abused and degraded, forced into lives of bonded labor, either in organized begging or the sex trade. These girls will face a dark, horrific future—unless someone intervenes.

God has opened the door for As Our Own to rescue girls before they are exploited, giving us the privilege to care for each one as our own—for life. We are building strong communities and training strong leaders, all to break these cycles for girls in future generations.